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SGA Elections '92

Gregory Farrell/Joseph Mycka
Vice-presidential candidate/Presidential candidate

SGA’s biggest fault stems from a poor and ineffective attitude
which prevents SGA from reaching its full potential. Therefore, our
concerns are relevant to the daily operation of SGA as well as its
effectiveness and accessibility to the student body.

SGA has no shortageof ideas and goals. In fact, during our years
of experience, we have seen SGA sacrifice plans and waste time due
to petty infighting and inactive "leadership".

We would much rather lead with cooperation and interest while
tackling the problems facing Behrend's students. See our political
agendas in most lobbiesor cadi us for more information.

SGA Presidential/Vice-presidential Candidates

Jacob Sherosky/John Mack
Vice-presidential candidate/Presidential candidate

We have already put forward our agenda all over campus. We
believe that these positions (S.G.A.) are for the promotion of
programs to benefit the student's life here at Behrend. If elected, we
pledge to support any cause which will benefit the students as long
as students support us in our attempt to effect these changes. Alone
we will not accomplish much. Together we can do anything. Take
the first step in improving student life at Behrend, vote for John
Mack and Jake Sherosky. Thank you.

SPC Presidential Candidates

Chris Hilden Mark Johnson

SOC Presidential Candidates

James D. Ruhlman Randy Schmoyer
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I have served on SPCfor 4
years and have held several
officer positions including
president. I see a need for
more programs that represent
different student tastes and
culture. More creative and
original programming should
be implemented. SPC needs
more members contributing to
campus programming. Each
student’s input is valuable.

As the president of SPC, I
have worked to-provide the
entertainment that Behreiid
students want. I have been
able to improve the films and
offer special events as Jello
Wrestling. By reelecting me
you will get a president with
the determinatioon to make
Behrend a better place to be.

I want to promote, inter-
organizational communication
to facilitate interaction and the
exchange of ideas between
clubs about what has and has
not worked in the past so that
organizational events are more
efficient and better received.
Also, I want to make the
budget request packets
available much earlier.

Who is the best candidate
for SOC president? When
considering this question, one
should look at a candidates
qualifications. I have been a
member of the Delta Chi
Fraternity since the spring of
1990. While being a member,
I have held various positions
of leadership and
responsibility within the
fraternity.


